
Miguel Camilo
Palm Beach, FL|P: 561-403-3796 | miguelcamilo48@gmail.com |linkedin/MiguelCamilo |github.com/MiguelCamilo

EDUCATION

BOCA CODE Boca Raton, FL
Software Engineering Career Course March  2023
Full Stack Software Engineering Career Course
Relevant Coursework: Software Engineering | Algorithms | System Design | Agile Methodologies |SCRUM

PALM BEACH STATE COLLEGE West Palm Beach, FL
Associate’s degree, Computer Science Dec 2022

SKILLS

Technical Skills
● Programming Languages: JavaScript | SQL | Python | HTML | CSS
● Technologies: React | React Native |MongoDB |MySQL | GCP | AWS |  Express |  Git | Bootstrap |

TailwindCSS
Languages: Fluent in English and Spanish
Certifications & Training: Software Engineering Career Course (Boca Code) , Online Course in Full Stack Web Development
(Udemy) , Apple Certified iOS Technician (Apple)

WORK EXPERIENCE

EMERGENCY APP ( 7 employee startup ) West Palm Beach, FL
Frontend Software Engineer August 2022 – Jan 2023
● Worked collaboratively with a team of 6+ software engineers to launch a minimum viable product within a 6-month

timeframe.
● Contributed to the development of  the web app’s architecture and design, utilizing agile methodologies and git version

control.  Collaborated with our senior software engineer to go over challenges and opportunities.
● Participated in regular code reviews, implementing recommended changes to improve overall code quality.
● Demonstrated proficiency in programming languages such as React, Javascript, Node.JS, TailwindCSS.
APPLE Palm Beach Gardens, FL
Technical Expert Jun 2019 – Present
● Maintained an average  customer satisfaction rating of 95% by providing expert technical support and troubleshooting

software systems, as well as offering exceptional customer service.
● Collaborated effectively with team members to achieve team goals and objectives, contributing to team performance and

providing guidance and mentorship.
● Earned Apple Certified iOS Technician (ACiT) certifications.

PROJECTS

EMERGENCY APP Jan 2023
LIVE DEMO
● Contributed to the development of  Emergency App that made national news, due it being used and available during the

events of  Hurricane Ian in south florida. and gaining positive media coverage and recognition from industry experts.
● Collaborated with a team of 5+ software engineers to improve the web app’s responsiveness and accessibility across multiple

devices.
● Utilized React to develop the frontend resulting in a more efficient and streamlined user interface and Tailwind CSS to style

the app resulting in a consistent and visually appealing design.
Technology: React, Javascript, AWS,  MongoDB, ArcGIS, Tailwind CSS

PALM BEACH COUNTY 311 APP Oct 2022
● Collaborated with a team of 4+ software engineers and a project manager to create a full stack mobile app that allows citizens

to report non-emergency issues to Palm Beach County.
● Utilized React Hooks to develop logic on the frontend, resulting in a more efficient and streamlined user interface.
● Leveraged React Native dependencies for UI/UX, resulting in a more user-friendly and intuitive design.
Technology: React Native, AWS, MongoDB, ArcGIS
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